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ABSTRACT Hydropathy plots are often used in place of missing physical data to model transmembrane proteins that are
difficult to crystallize. The sequential maxima of their graphs approximate the number and locations of transmembrane
segments, but potentially useful additional information about sequential hydrophobic variation is lost in this smoothing
procedure. To explore a broader range of hydrophobic variations without loss of the transmembrane segment-relevant
sequential maxima, we utilize a sequence of linear decompositions and transformations of the n-length hydrophobic free
energy sequences, Hi, i  1. . . n, of proteins. Constructions of hydrophobic free energy eigenfunctions, l, from M-lagged, M
M autocovariance matrices, CM, were followed by their all-poles, maximum entropy power spectral, S(l), and Mexican Hat
wavelet, Wa,b(l), transformations. These procedures yielded graphs indicative of inverse frequencies, 
1, and sequence
locations of hydrophobic modes suggestive of secondary and supersecondary protein structures. The graphs of these
computations discriminated between Greek Key, Jelly Role, and Up and Down categories of antiparallel -barrel proteins.
With these methods, examples of porins, connexins, hexose transporters, nuclear membrane proteins, and potassium but not
sodium channels appear to belong to the Up and Down antiparallel -barrel variety.
INTRODUCTION
In addition to discriminating -helical from -barrel trans-
membrane domains by using a series of linear transforma-
tions of their primary sequences, it may also be possible to
discriminate among the common -barrel configurations.
These include the parallel -strands arranged in closed
barrels or open twisted sheets, in which -strands are inter-
spersed with helical segments as in / proteins and anti-
parallel -strands. Depending upon their patterns of con-
nectivity, the latter can be of Up and Down, Greek Key, or
the Jelly Role Barrels type (Richardson, 1975, 1977; Wil-
mot and Thornton, 1988; Richardson and Richardson,
1990).
Individual amino acid hydrophobic free energies, hydro-
phobicities,Hi, i  1. . . n in kcal/mol, are computed from each
amino acid’s relative equilibrium concentrations in a binary,
aqueous-organic solvent (Nozaki and Tanford, 1971) or a
condensed vapor partition (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). Char-
acteristic patterns in the sequences of amino acid side-chain
hydrophobicities are generally acknowledged to play a sig-
nificant role in the determination of the secondary structure
of proteins (Levitt and Chothia, 1976; Rose, 1978). In an
aqueous environment, secondary turn formation, facilitated
by in-line surface-minimizing attraction between statisti-
cally phase coherent hydrophobic patches, involves the co-
operative interactions of the hundreds to thousands of hy-
drogen bonds of the surrounding water solvent (Eisenberg
and Kauzmann, 1968). In high dielectric constant, ex-
tramembranous, aqueous solvent, the sequential patterns of
relative hydrophobicity in amino acid chains are known to
strongly influence whether, for example, segments of pep-
tide chains of globular proteins roll up into -helices with a
hydrophobic mode of 1  3.6 aa (amino acids) per turn
(from low to high to low again in side-chain hydrophobic
values), or, for most -strands, 1  2.3–2.6 aa per
rotation (Eisenberg et al., 1984).
Analyses of the secondary structures in the low dielectric
constant, lipophilic, intramembranous, transmembrane seg-
ments of physically well-characterized transmembrane pro-
teins such as bacteriorhodopsin demonstrate hydrophobic
sequences such that the helical wavelength is maintained
but the relative amphophilic organization is rotated 180°
in phase (Engelman et al., 1986; Henderson et al., 1990). In
contrast with helical arrangements in extramembranous en-
vironments, external residues of transmembrane segments
are more hydrophobic on the average than those facing the
internal, more hydrophilic “channel,” while maintaining
characteristic -helical rotation lengths of 1 3.6 amino
acids. This suggests that the same principles governing
hydrophobic rotation may apply in both aqueous and trans-
membrane environments (Rees et al., 1989).
The technique commonly used for conjecture about the
lengths and locations of transmembrane segments in mem-
brane-associated proteins is called a hydropathy plot (Kyte
and Doolittle, 1982). This is a graph of a windowed moving
average (the choice of window size being arbitrary) across
the hydrophobicity sequence of membrane proteins. The
largest positive variations are interpreted as the lipophillic,
hydrophobic transmembrane segments of the proteins (Fas-
man and Gilbert, 1990). The seminal finding is that of the
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seven sequential hydrophobic maxima, each 25 aa apart,
seen in the hydropathy plots of bacteriorhodopsin, thought
to be the evolutionary prototype of the G-protein gene
superfamily of seven transmembrane receptors (Engelman
et al., 1986; Henderson et al., 1990). The long-standing
premise that the transmembrane segments of this G-protein-
coupled protein are composed of seven transmembrane
-helical segments has been confirmed by physical evi-
dence, such as that from projection maps (Unger et al.,
1997) and high-resolution electron cryomicroscopy
(Kimura et al., 1997) of bacteriorhopsin. Because mem-
brane proteins are particularly difficult to crystallize and,
therefore, to study by direct physical methods, very few
membrane-associated proteins have been studied with x-ray
diffraction at high resolution. This makes computational tech-
niques facilitating consistent conjectures about the structure of
membrane proteins from amino acid sequence data valuable
(Engelman et al., 1986; Fasman and Gilbert, 1990).
The generality of the -helical composition of transmem-
brane segments, as inferred from length and location of
maxima in hydropathy plots of membrane-associated pro-
teins, has come increasingly into question. Besides the
rhodopsins, among the few available x-ray crystallographic
studies of transmembrane proteins are those involving por-
ins, such as the 362 aa Escherichia coli OmPF, which
manifests a hydropathy plot with 16 maxima. Physical stud-
ies of this protein revealed a trimeric arrangement of 16-
stranded, membrane-spanning sets of antiparallel -strands
joined by top and bottom loop domains. These structures
form the -barrels characteristic of solvent-accessible pores
(Pauptit et al., 1991b; Cowan et al., 1995). The hydrophobic
transmembrane segments of most, if not all, of the porins
are observed as 16 maxima in the hydropathy plot. This is
even true of the 301-residue porin of A. Rhodobacter cap-
sulatus, with little sequence similarity to that of E. coli
(Pauptit et al., 1991b).
Thus when the family of five passive-mediated trans-
membrane hexose transporters, the GLUTs, were cloned
and demonstrated about 12 hydropathy plot maxima (see
Silverman, 1991; Elias and Longo, 1992 for the history),
some groups interpreted these maxima as transmembrane
-helices, reflecting the choice of G-protein receptors as the
relevant analogy (Mueckler et al., 1985). Others considered
the greater number of smaller hydrophobic maxima and argued
that the GLUTs were more like the 16 antiparallel -strands
composing the -barrels of the porins. This latter approach led
to an alternative folding model for the GLUTs (Fischbarg et
al., 1994). Definitive x-ray crystallographic and nuclear mag-
netic resonance data are not yet available to resolve this debate
about the passive sugar transport membrane proteins.
The arbitrary choice of the size of the averaging window
used in construction of the hydropathy plot may be relevant
to this debate. For example, the earlier studies of the GLUTs
(Mueckler et al., 1985; Baldwin, 1990) used a 21-aa win-
dow to include “enough to form a transmembrane -helix,”
and they found 12 transmembrane segments of 21 residues
each. Another approach also led to a porin-like -barrel
hypothesis for the GLUT family of transporters (Fischbarg
et al., 1994). The choice of an asymptotically smoothing,
iterative nearest-neighbor averaging technique yields other
results (compare the hydropathy plots of the putative 12
transmembrane segment containing epithelial porin with the
12 maxima of the fructose transporter, a member of the
GLUT family, in Fig. 2). In analogy to some inferences
made about the GLUTs, the transmembrane segments of the
biogenic amine transporters are often called -helices (Gu
et al., 1994, 1996), although some investigations of these
plasma membrane neurotransmitter transporters have re-
vealed conductance behavior suggesting a functional simi-
larity to the -barrel porins (Sonders and Amara, 1996).
This study explores the possibility that n-length trans-
membrane proteins with distinctive domain topologies and
patterns of connectivity can be discriminated by using a set
of relatively standard computational techniques (Broom-
head and King, 1986; Golub and Van Loan, 1993; Madan,
1993; Wickerhauser, 1994; Mandell et al., 1997a,b,c, 1998).
These include the linear decomposition of lagged, M  16
order autocovariance matrices, CM, of their primary aa
sequences as hydrophobic free energies Hi, i  1. . . n. This is
followed by hydrophobic free energy eigenfunction, l,
construction, all-poles maximum entropy power spectra,
S(l), and Mexican Hat wavelet, Wa,b(l), transformations.
These procedures lead to a set of hydrophobic modes as
inverse frequencies, 1 in aa, that are characteristic of the
protein under study.Wa,b(l) serves as an independent check
on the 1 aa elucidated by S(l), as well as localizing the
mode densities in the aa sequence. These procedures have
led to conjectures about secondary structures and sequences
of secondary structures in membrane and globular proteins
that are consonant with physical data and have produced
discomfirmable, experimentally supported predictions of
mode matches between peptide ligands and membrane re-
ceptors (Mandell et al., 1997a,b,c, 1998).
The morphologies of the graphs of the leading eigenfunc-
tions, 1, coincide closely with the hydropathy plots of
seven transmembrane, G-protein-coupled receptors (Man-
dell et al., 1997a, 1998). To be consistent with this obser-
vation, in our computations we often choose the value ofM,
the number of lags in the data matrix and order of the M 
M autocovariance matrices, to minimize least-squares devi-
ation of 1 from the hydropathy plot. Because M  16 met
this criterion for the majority of the proteins studied here,
and for the sake of comparison, a constant M  16 was
selected. The S(l) of the secondary eigenfunctions (i.e.,
l 2 and/or 3) discriminate among transmembrane receptor
proteins by the use of additional sequential structural infor-
mation. The dominant 1’s of S(2) demonstrate matches
with the peptide ligand-binding modes located in the extra-
cellular domains (Mandell et al., 1997a, 1998). In this study,
we take a similar approach to transmembrane proteins with-
out the receptor sites characteristic of G-coupled proteins.
Here we predict the secondary structure(s) of the transmem-
brane segments of pore, channel, and transporter proteins.
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It is well known that the sequential structure of polypep-
tide and protein loops can be variable in length and hydro-
phobic mode structure. Homologous proteins demonstrate
the greatest number of insertions and deletions in their loop
structures, and intron positions are found at sites in struc-
tural genes that correspond to loop regions in the protein
structure. The length of loop structures in proteins can range
from 2 aa to 22 aa or more, with the shortest being the 2-aa
“hairpin loops.” The shortest loops figure prominently in
the sequentially adjacent structure of Up and Down antipa-
rallel -barrels (Sibanda and Thornton, 1985). Our previous
studies (Mandell et al., 1997a,b,c, 1998) have shown that
graphs of S(l) and discrete and continuous wavelet trans-
formations, Wa,b(l), can help identify and discriminate
among secondary structures and their sequential arrange-
ments, such as in -strands and their loop connectivities.
These studies of the characteristic hydrophobic modes of
the hydrophobic free energy eigenfunctions of porins, con-
nexins, GLUTs, potassium channels, and nuclear membrane
proteins yield evidence for the -strand rather than the -he-
lical structure of their transmembrane segments. In addition,
using these methods, we find that these -strand-dominated
proteins can also be discriminated from the characteristic
-strand-containing domains of generic examples of /,
Greek Key, or Jelly Role -barrel proteins, which, because of
the generally longer and more variable loop connectivities of
their -strands, demonstrate S(l)l  1, 2, and/or 3, with 1 
2.2–2.6 aa. In contrast, we find that the porin-like proteins
manifest a characteristic higher frequency “-burst pattern,”
with wavelengths of S(l)l  1, 2, and/or 3, 1  2.0–2.1 aa.
Here the -strand loop connectivities are more strictly 2 aa in
length and thus lower the average strand-loop mode length
toward the minimum of 2 aa (Sibanda and Thornton, 1985).
We suggest that the “-burst pattern” is more consistent
with the sequentially adjacent, short loop connected
-strands of the Up and Down type, rather than the Greek
Key or Jelly Role antiparallel -barrel types. Comparisons
of the graphs of the Wa,b (l)l  1, 2, and/or 3 of generic
examples of these three types of antiparallel -barrel con-
formations demonstrate differences in morphology that are
consistent with this hypothesis. This conjecture is consistent
with the intuition that partial blockade of transmembrane
throughput by cross-over connections as in the Greek Key
and Jelly Role antiparallel -barrel conformations would be
a less than desirable mechanical arrangement in pore-like
-barrel transmembrane proteins. Tests of this one-dimen-
sional, computationally derived hypothesis await further
data from three-dimensional x-ray crystallographic, nuclear
magnetic resonance, and other physical studies.
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES
Assignment of hydrophobic free energy values,
H, to amino acids
There are several amino acid hydrophobicity scales avail-
able to transform peptide sequences of transmembrane and
other proteins into real numbers (White and Jacobs, 1990;
Degli Esposti et al., 1990). From its beginning, our research
(Mandell, 1984; Mandell et al., 1987) has utilized the Tan-
ford system of Gibbs-like potential chemical energies in
kcal/mol, derived from the relative concentrations of each of
the 20 aa at equilibrium in binary aqueous-organic solvents
(Nozaki and Tanford, 1971; Manavalen and Ponnuswamy,
1978). This method had its origins in the biophysical chem-
ical research of Edsall and colleagues in the 1930s (Edsall
and Wyman, 1958).
H of an amino acid is derived from its “free energy of
transfer” from a hydrocarbon solvent to water at 37°C,
computed as a chemical potential, , from its relative equi-
librium concentrations, Ei, in the two media. If EHC and EW
are the equilibrium distributions of an amino acid between
the hydrocarbon and water solvents in mole fraction units,
and HC and W are the corresponding standard chemical
potentials, the amino acid’s hydrophobic free energy H
W  HC  RT ln EHC/EW in kcal/mol (with glycine 
0 as a reference).
The amino acid hydrophobic free energies H in kcal/mol
used in these studies are: A  0.87, R  0.85, N  0.09,
D 0.66, C 1.52, Q 0.0, E 0.67, G 0.0, H 0.87,
I  3.15, L  2.17, K  1.65, M  1.67, F  2.87, P 
2.77, S  0.07, T  0.07, W  3.77, Y  2.76, V  1.87
(Manavalen and Ponnuswamy, 1978).
It has been shown that H was highly correlated with its
aqueous cavity surface area (Reynolds et al., 1974), and we
have found that H had a statistically significant correlation
(R2  0.723, p  0.00475) with a related physical property,
the amino acid partial specific volume (in ml/g) (Mandell et
al., 1997a; Creighton, 1984).
The amino acid sequences of the proteins that were
studied were obtained from the SWISS-PROT Protein Se-
quence Data Bank. In graphs of the hydrophobic sequences
in Figs. 1–4, the H’s of proteins of length n were plotted as
a function of amino acid sequence position, i.e., Hi, i  1. . . n.
Construction of hydropathy plots from
Hi, i  1. . . n sequences
Nearest-neighbor, three point moving averages of the Hi, i 
1. . . n were iterated 13 times and plotted as a function of the
n  13 length for each protein studied. Five-point moving
averages iterated 13 times were used to test the stability of
the number of sequential maxima in relevant situations.
Construction of hydrophobic free energy
eigenfunctions, l, from Hi, i  1. . . n
The Hi, i  1. . . n sequences were used to generate an M-
lagged data matrix from whichMM covariance matrices,
CM, were computed. These CM were decomposed into sets
of l orthogonal eigenfunctions, l(j),l  1. . . M, j  1. . . nM1
(Broomhead and King, 1986; Golub and Van Loan, 1993;
Mandell et al., 1997a,b,c, 1998). From the data column
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vectors (T  transpose) V1T  (H1, H2, . . . , HnM), V2T 
(H2, H3, . . . , HnM1), . . . , VMT  (HM, HM1, . . . , Hn),
and where K  n  M  1, the sequence-averaged dyadic
product HiHiT is used to obtain the autocovariance matrix, a
Hermitean M  M matrix, CM  1/K {HiHiT}. M  16 was
chosen to minimize the least-squares error of many of the
protein’s 1 from their hydropathy plots. We compute the
ordered eigenvalues, {i}i  1. . . M, and the associated or-
dered eigenvectors, Xi(j), of CM, where i  1 . . . M and
labels the eigenvector, and j  1. . . M and refers to the jth
components of the eigenvector Xi. The {i}i  1. . . M are
ordered from largest to smallest and constitute the eigen-
value spectrum of CM, which are graphed in Figs. 1–4. The
similarly ordered associated Xi(j) are convolved with H1,
H2, . . . , Hn into l(j), where l  1. . . M labels the eigen-
vector and j  1 . . . n  M indexes the eigenfunction’s jth
component.
In words, the convolution of each of the leading eigen-
vectors with the hydropathy series is carried out by
computing the sums of the scalar products of the M length
eigenvector with an M length of the hydrophobic series to
produce a point in the eigenfunction; this process is trans-
lated down the data series by one step and repeated to
generate each of the sequential points of the eigenfunction
that corresponds to its ordered eigenvalue-associated
eigenvector in the computation. In these studies, the
l, l  1, 2, or 3 of M are plotted as a function of the M lag-
reduced sequence position. We also compute an empirical
index on the eigenvalue spectra, 	1,2  1  2/1  M,
which tends to be higher in membrane proteins with more
hydrophobically prominent transmembrane patterns.
Intuitively, CM scans for hydrophobic modes across a
range of autocorrelation lengths from 1 to M, the range of
the lags in the autocovariance matrices. Because CM is real,
symmetrical (Hij  Hij) and normal (CMCMT  CMT CM), its
{i}i  1. . . M are real, nonnegative and distinct, and its
associated Xi(j) constitute a natural basis for orthonormal
projections on H1, H2, . . . , Hn (Golub and Van Loan, 1993).
The set of l can be regarded as orthonormally decomposed
sequences of eigenvector-weighted, moving average values
(Broomhead and King, 1986).
All-poles, maximum entropy power spectral
transformation of the leading
eigenfunctions, S(l)
The l were transformed into their dominant hydrophobic
modes (inverse frequencies, 1) by using all-poles, max-
imum entropy power spectra, S(l) (Madan, 1993). Gen-
erally, S()  a0/1  k1. . . Makexp(ik)2, such that the
zeros of the denominator result in peaks (“poles”) marking
the dominant hydrophobic mode(s) of the l. This form of
the Fourier transformation generates relatively well-re-
solved spectral peaks in finite series in which only a small
number, k, of the (auto)covariance coefficients, ck, are
known. In these studies k 
 8 to avoid “splitting” S() into
spurious modes. The Fourier coefficients, ak, match the set
of k data-derived ck, chosen so that the entropy of the
spectral estimate, h  	ln S(1)d, is maximal. Beyond
the limited information of the data-derived small set of
autocorrelation-matched Fourier coefficients, called the
“correlation matching property,” the process is extended
into a Gaussian process such that h is maximized. It is
known that the Gaussian is the function that maximizes h
under the constraints of a finite number of second-order ck
as in our data (Madan, 1993). Intuitively, the all-poles,
maximum entropy S() yields results like an autoregressive,
maximum likelihood spectral estimate in that it is not mod-
FIGURE 1 Graphs of the linear transformations of the hydrophobic free
energy sequences, Hi, i  1. . . n, of an -helical (myoglobin), -barrel
(concanavalan A), and -helical transmembrane (halorhodopsin) proteins
of known physical structure. The first row depicts their amino acid se-
quences asHi, i  1. . . n in kcal/mol. The second row contains graphs of their
hydropathy plots. The third row contains graphs of the eigenvalue spectra,
{i}i  1. . . 16, of their autocovariance matrices, CM, computed on their Hi,
i  1. . . n sequences and ordered from largest to the smallest. 	1,2  1 
2/1  M is generally 
0.2 in proteins with repeating transmembrane
segments. The fourth row displays graphs of the hydrophobic free energy
eigenfunctions, l, l  1, 2, or 3, that contain the fastest varying hydrophobic
free energy frequencies. The bottom row contains graphs of all poles,
maximum entropy power spectral transformations of the graphed eigen-
functions, S(l), and the 1 in aa. Note that the hydropathy plot of
halorhodopsin demonstrates the seven transmembrane segments character-
istic of the general class of G-protein-coupled receptors. The known
-helical dominance of myoglobin is seen in S(3), 1  3.65 aa, and
the transmembrane segments of halorhodopsin S(3), 1 3.69 aa. The
hydropathy plot of concanavalin A demonstrates 12 maxima consistent
with its 12 -strands, as is its S(2), 1  2.51 aa. See text.
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el-dependent, but rather its ak’s follow from the ck’s that are
derived directly from the data (Priestly, 1981). This tech-
nique acts as a filtering process, yielding the moduli of the
one or two leading complex poles of discrete hydrophobic
variational frequency in minimally distorted form from the
leading l of protein sequences (Mandell et al., 1997a,b,c,
1998).
Continuous, Mexican hat wavelet
transformations, Wa,b(l)
S(l) locates the dominant modes of the l of the Hi, i  1. . .
n series in inverse frequency-wavelength space, but posi-
tional information is lost. The hypothesis concerning the
types of loop connectivities in the -barrel domains makes
it desirable to locate the -strands and connecting loops
represented in the l in sequence space as well. In contrast
to Fourier transformations, wavelet analysis permits the
simultaneous assessment of the i for both wavelength and
sequence location in a Heisenberg-like tradeoff of precision
between these two dimensions (Wickerhauser, 1994).
Wavelet analysis is a more localized and therefore less data
length dependent alternative to even windowed Fourier
analysis, in which sequence resolution is limited by the
arbitrary choice of window size. The one-dimensional
wavelet transform can be considered analogous to a local,
filtered, Fourier-like transform obtained by dilating and
translating the analyzing wavelet, followed by convolving it
with the eigenfunction sequence. This amounts to comput-
ing all of the correlations between the eigenfunction and the
mother wavelet as scaled and translated. The continuous
wavelet transform,Wa,b(l), is the sum over the sequence of
the l(j), j  1. . . n  M  1, composed with scaled (1/a)
and shifted (i  b) versions of the wavelet function, w(x).
“Scaled” as used here is analogous to progressive changes
in the inverse radian frequency of a trigonometric function.
In these studies, the “mother wavelet,” w(x), is what is
called a “Mexican hat,” w(x)  (2  x2)exp(x2/2),
which is of finite duration, regular, and symmetrical and
integrates to 0. The role of a and b is seen in the wavelet
transform of l(j) across j as Wa,b(l)  a1/2	l(j)w((j 
b)/a)dj.
In graphs of these wavelet transformations (Fig. 5), we
plot the moduli normalized to 100% for each of the 64 dilate
windows (precision optimized for the “Heisenberg-like”
tradeoff between location and dilation) and shaded as indi-
cated. Position along the x axis indexes the location along
the eigenfunction sequence, and the y axis indicates the
relative dilation of the mother wavelet, w(x), which is com-
posed with l, in 64 dilate divisions (dd). dd can be trans-
lated into an approximation of (mother) wavelength in aa.
The wavelength of the fastest varying mother wavelet is 2
aa, graphed at the bottom of the wavelet plane. Each dd bin
is an increment of 0.5/64  0.00781 in dilation space, such
that the inverse frequency (mother wavelength) is 1/03 
aa at the top of the wavelet graph. With 64 dilate divisions,
dd1. . . 64, the wavelength of a modulus located at dilate
division dd is computed as 1 1/(0.5 (dd(0.5/64))) aa.
RESULTS
Fig. 1 contains the graphs of the Hi, i  1. . . n and l-related
transformations of three physically well-characterized pro-
teins (Fermi and Perutz, 1981; Edelman et al., 1972; Michel,
1982). These examples were chosen to represent proteins
with fast frequency-short wavelength hydrophobic varia-
tions. Myoglobin, a typical -helical-dominated globular
protein, demonstrates a dominant hydrophobic mode of
S(3), 1  3.6 aa. Concanavalin A, an antiparallel
-strand, Jelly Role barrel domain-containing globular pro-
tein, had a dominant mode of S(2), 1  2.5 aa, and
halorhodopsin, a seven -helical, transmembrane G-pro-
tein-coupled membrane protein, yielded a S(3), 1 
3.6 aa.
The top row of Fig. 1 depicts the graphs of the Hi, i  1. . . n
series of these three proteins. The second row contains their
hydropathy plots computed as described above. Note that
both myoglobin and halorhodopsin manifest about seven
hydrophobic maxima, consistent with variously long helical
segments of the former and the more regular seven trans-
membrane segments of the latter (Henderson et al., 1990;
Richardson, 1981; Lesk, 1984; Brandon and Tooze, 1991).
In comparison with the hydropathy plot of myoglobin, the
hydropathy plot of concanavalin A suggests 12 smaller,
shorter hydrophobic maxima, approximating the number of
-strands seen in schematic representations of its Jelly Role
-Barrel secondary and supersecondary structure (Richard-
son, 1981; Lesk, 1984). The third row portrays the eigen-
value spectra, {i}i  1. . . 16 of the proteins’ Hi, i  1. . . n.
A comparison demonstrates the expected more prominent
	1,2  0.2777 for the transmembrane protein halorhodop-
sin. We have found that a 	1,2
 0.20 is characteristic of the
G-coupled, seven transmembrane receptor proteins that we
have studied (Mandell et al., 1997a) and, as will be seen
below, most but not all transmembrane pores, channels, and
transporters.
The fourth (next to last) row of Fig. 1 is composed of
graphs of the eigenfunctions containing the hydrophobic
modes relevant to the transmembrane secondary structures,
3, 2, and 3, respectively. 3 was chosen over 2 in the
indicated cases (here and in the studies to follow) because
their S(2)’s demonstrated a mixture of the primary and
secondary modes of 1 and 3, making S(2) bimodal. The
bottom row contains the graphs of S(l)l  2 or 3, demon-
strating the dominant hydrophobic modes of the extramem-
branous and intramembranous -helices of myoglobin and
halorhodopsin, respectively, and extramembranous
-strand-dominated antiparallel Jelly Role -barrel domains
of concanavalan A.
Fig. 2 is a summary of the results of these transformations
applied to the Hi, i  1. . . n of representatives of four different
families of plasma membrane-associated proteins. The
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OmpF (epithelial) porin of known x-ray structure (Cowan et
al., 1992) is an integral membrane protein mediating the
passive transport of small hydrophilic molecules across the
outer membrane of E. coli. Each monomer in this trimeric
protein forms a solvent-accessible pore along a barrel axis.
Its physical characterizations have confirmed the suggestion
of its 16 maxima hydropathy plot (Fig. 2, second row,
leftmost column) having 16-stranded, sequentially adjacent,
membrane-spanning sets of antiparallel -strands forming a
-barrel (Cowan et al., 1995). The N- and C- termini of the
monomers bind via a salt bridge forming a pseudocontinu-
ous strand across the trimer, but in three dimensions the
adjacently sequenced antiparallel strands of each monomer
are perpendicular to each other. The porin’s eigenvalue
spectra, {i}i  1. . . 16 (third row, leftmost column), have the
expected high transmembrane protein value of 	1,2 
0.4577. The porin’s 1 (fourth row, leftmost column) dem-
onstrates 16 “-bursts,” which we conjecture to be the
eigenfunction signature of an antiparallel Up and Down
-barrel transmembrane protein. The S (1) is in the range
of 1  2.0–2.1 aa (fifth row, leftmost column). This
finding is consistent with our hypothesis that -burst pat-
terns in eigenfunctions of sequentially adjacent -strands of
Up and Down -barrels with 2-aa loops are discriminable
from those representing -strands with S (l), 1 
2.3–2.6 aa found in globular proteins, including those with
antiparallel -strands with cross-over connections of more
variable lengths, such as Greek Key (example: prealbumin,
Fig. 4) or Jelly Role (example: concanavalan A, Fig. 1)
barrels.
The connexins, a ubiquitous, multigene family of con-
served cell surface transmembrane proteins, are the subunits
of gap junction channels that directly connect the cytoplas-
mic compartments of neighboring cells. They have been
physically characterized in three dimensions by electron
crystallographic methods (Perkins et al., 1997). The trans-
formations of the Hi, i  1. . . n of connexin 32 are portrayed
in Fig. 2 (second column). From the top to the bottom row,
we see theHi, i  1. . . n sequence, the hydropathy plot with 12
maxima, and its {i}i  1. . . 16 spectrum with a relatively
large 	1,2  0.4178. The fourth row of the second column
demonstrates a characteristic -burst pattern with a S(3),
1  2.0–2.1 aa (fifth row, second column). Although the
porins and the connexins belong to different multigene
families and differ with respect to their specific amino acid
sequences, there exists a “transformational homology” be-
tween them, signified by a common -burst pattern in their
relevant hydrophobic free energy eigenfunctions. Again, we
conjecture this to be signatory of the short-loop, antiparallel,
sequentially adjacent, antiparallel Up and Down -barrel-
containing transmembrane proteins.
Transformations of the Hi, i  1. . . n sequences of porins
and connexins contrast with those of the 400 amino acid,
repeating motifs of cloned sodium channel sequences (Stuh-
mer et al., 1989; Trimmer and Agnew, 1989; Stephan and
Agnew, 1991), exemplified by the functionally essential
component of the human sodium channel protein, brain 1-
human sodium channel protein subunit (Lu et al., 1992)
(Fig. 2, third column). Although sharing 16 hydropathy
maxima with the potassium channel proteins (Fig. 3) and the
FIGURE 2 The graphs, arranged as in Fig. 1,
illustrate the results of transformations of ex-
amples of membrane pores (epithelial porin,
connexin), an ion channel (brain 1- subunit of
a human sodium channel), and a membrane
transporter (GLUT5, the fructose transporter).
Notice that the hydropathy plots of porin, the
sodium channel, and the fructose transporter
demonstrate 16 maxima, whereas that of con-
nexin 32 displays 12. A 	1,2  0.20 is found in
the eigenvalue spectra of porin, connexin, and
the fructose transporter, but not that of sodium
channel subunit. The relevant eigenfunctions of
porin, connexin, and fructose transporter, but
not of the sodium channel, demonstrate -burst
patterns with their characteristic power spectra,
S(l), 1  2.0–2.1 aa. The sodium channel
exhibits an eigenfunction -strand wavelength
commonly found in a variety of globular pro-
teins and Greek Key and Jelly Role -barrels,
S(1), 1  2.63 aa.
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fructose transporter (Fig. 2, last column), the sodium chan-
nel protein manifests a relatively low 	1,2. Its 1 is irregular,
but not intermittently -bursting. Consistent with this im-
pression, the sodium channel S(1) indicated a -strand
pattern of 1  2.63 aa, the S(2) of 1  2.63 aa (not
shown), and S(3) of 1  2.31 aa (not shown). None of
the sodium channel’s eigenfunctions demonstrated the
S(l) of 1 2.0–2.1 aa we are calling a -burst pattern.
This experimentally disconfirmable computational differ-
ence between sodium and potassium channels awaits further
physical data for evaluation.
The fourth column of Fig. 2 portrays the results of the
transformations of the Hi, i  1. . . n of the fructose trans-
porter, GLUT5, one of the superfamily of five isoforms of
passive, facilitative hexose transporters with 65% se-
quence similarities. These are integral membrane proteins in
a variety of organisms and mammalian organs (Silverman,
1991; Elias and Longo, 1992). As noted above, the arbitrary
choice of a 21-residue averaging window for hydropathy
plots has led to the speculation that the hexose transporters
belong to a family of membrane transporter proteins com-
posed of 12 membrane-spanning -helices (Mueckler et al.,
1985; Baldwin, 1990; Kilty and Amara, 1992). The graph
resulting from the iterated three-point moving average com-
putation used in these studies (Fig. 2, fourth column, second
row) suggests that the number of hydrophobic maxima of
GLUT5 is16, similar to that found in porin and all four of
the Shaker family of potassium channel proteins portrayed
in Fig. 3. The fructose transporter, GLUT5, also demon-
strates a relatively large 	1,2  0.3335. The GLUT5 1
appears to manifest an intermittent -burst pattern, which is
confirmed by the power spectrum of its leading eigenfunc-
tion, S(1) of 1 2.06 aa. These findings are consistent
with the speculation that the hexose transporters may be
16-stranded, -barrel proteins (Fischbarg et al., 1994).
These results also suggest that the dominant domains of the
fructose transporter are sequentially adjacent, antiparallel
Up and Down -barrels.
Fig. 3 summarizes the results of our studies of the volt-
age-gated potassium channels belonging to four gene sub-
families: Shaker, Shal, Shab, and Shaw, common to meta-
zoans ranging from mollusks and arthropods through
vertebrates (Wei et al., 1990; Jan and Jan, 1990; McCor-
mack et al., 1990; Jegla et al., 1995; Yao et al., 1996). The
Shaker family of potassium channels can vary greatly in
amino acid composition in that its genes have a large
number of exons that produce a wide variety of splice
variants, even in regions of the ion selective pores (Kim et
al., 1997). A common model for this A-type to inward
rectifying range of potassium channels contains four homol-
ogous (but possibly heterotetrameric) subunits, each of
which is said to have two hydrophobic segments called M1
and M2. It has been speculated by some that M1 and M2 are
-helices. Using glycosylation in studies of ROMK1, the
generic potassium channel, additional transmembrane seg-
ments have been suggested (Schwalbe et al., 1997). The
potassium channel pore regions have also been modeled,
with varying success, using both a tetramer of membrane-
FIGURE 3 Arranged as in Figs. 1 and 2,
these graphs demonstrate the results of trans-
formations of the hydrophobicity sequences of
the voltage-gated potassium channels belonging
to the four indicated gene subfamilies. The 16
small maxima found in these hydropathy plots
resemble those of epithelial porin, the sodium
channel, and the fructose transporter shown in
Fig. 2. 	1,2  0.20 is found in Shaker and Shab
but not in Shal and Shaw (see text for a discus-
sion of these differences). The porin-like
-burst patterns in the indicated eigenfunctions
and their S(l), 1  2.0–2.1 aa suggest the
presence of Up and Down -barrel domains in
the Shaker-related gene families of potassium
channels. This pattern contrasts with -strand
eigenfunction wavelength found in the sodium
channel subunit of 1  2.63 aa (see Fig. 2).
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spanning -hairpins (e.g., an eight-stranded antiparallel Up
and Down -barrel) and a tetramer of incompletely mem-
brane-spanning -helical hairpins (e.g., an eight-component
-helical bundle) (Kerr and Sansom, 1997). In a study using
scanning mutagenesis, the systematic sequential substitu-
tion with hydrophobic and charged amino acids in these
segments failed to demonstrate -helical periodicity in their
functional tolerance to substitution (Collins et al., 1997),
whereas another study using point substitutions of two
amino acids of widely different hydrophobicities produced
results consistent with M2 being an 18-residue straight
-helix (Choe et al., 1995). On the other hand, dichroic
ratios of two amide bands with parallel and perpendicular
polarizations in -sheet structures have been shown to be
relevant to both potassium channel-associated peptides and
the porins (Marsh, 1997). Other speculation about the
Shaker, Shal, Shab, and Shaw gene families is that there are
six transmembrane segments (S1–S6), with S4, due to its
density of charged amino acids, suggested to be the voltage-
sensor component.
Graphs of the Hi, i  1. . . n constitute the first row of Fig.
3. The hydropathy plots in the second row demonstrate 16
local maxima with a morphology generally similar to that of
epithelial porin and the fructose transporter shown in Fig. 2.
Sixfold iteration of the 13-fold nearest-neighbor averaging
algorithm (not shown) left 16 peaks still countable. The
eigenvalue spectra, {i}i  1. . . 16, of Shaker and Shab (Fig.
3, third row) are associated with large 	1,2, 0.5110 and
0.8041, respectively, whereas Shal and Shab are not. The
source of these differences is not clear from our computa-
tions, although we note that the -subunit of the human
sodium channel protein (Fig. 2) is also without the 	1,2 

0.20 of most of the transmembrane proteins that we have
studied. Because eigenvalues of autocovariance matrices
are more prominent when the underlying function is more
regularly varying, the relatively low values of 	1,2 in these
transmembrane proteins may reflect more irregularity in
their hydrophobic transmembrane loops. Our finding of
-bursting in 1 (not 2 or 3) of the two potassium channel
proteins with low values of 	1,2 is consistent with this
descriptive explanation. Thus the fourth and fifth rows of
Fig. 3 suggest the presence of -burst containing i with S
(1–3)  2.0–2.1 aa. This finding, in addition to the porin-
like 16 local maxima in the hydropathy plots, suggests the
presence of Up and Down -barrel domains in the Shaker
gene-related families of potassium channels. In an exami-
nation of a more generic potassium channel protein, we
found that the 2 of ROMK1 demonstrates a porin-like
-burst pattern with a S(2) of 1  2.04 aa. S(1 ) of
ROMK1 yielded 1  4.31 aa.
We examined the possibility that leading hydrophobic
free energy eigenfunctions with -burst patterns might also
be found in pore-like proteins associated with subcellular
membranes. The first two columns of Fig. 4 portray the
transformations of theHi, i  1. . . n of two proteins associated
with the nuclear membrane. NU98 (98 kDa in molecular
mass) is a member of the nucleoporin family, a component
of nuclear pore complexes involved with the transport of
nucleic acids, proteins, and metabolites between the cell
nucleus and cytoplasm (Kubitscheck et al., 1996; Belgareh
and Doye, 1997). RIP (Rev interacting protein) is also a
nuclear pore complex component thought to interact with
HIV-1 Rev protein and to play a role in RNA export (Zapp,
1995). The hydropathy plot of RIP (Fig. 4, second row)
demonstrates 16 small peaks, not unlike the families of
potassium channels in Fig. 3 and the fructose transporter in
Fig. 2. The hydropathy plot of NUP98, with almost twice
the molecular mass of RIP, has 30–32 small peaks. The
eigenvalue spectra of both resemble those of Shal and Shab
(Fig. 3) with 	1,2  0.20. The -burst pattern is observed in
the 1 of both nuclear membrane proteins (Fig. 4, fourth
row), as are both their associated S(1) of 1  2.06 aa.
FIGURE 4 Arranged as in the previous figures, these graphs represent
the results of the transformations of the hydrophobic free energy sequences
of two nuclear membrane-associated proteins, NUP98 and RIP, and a
plasma thyroid hormone binding protein, TTHY. TTHY is exhibited here
as a generic example of a protein containing a Greek Key antiparallel
-barrel domain, for contrast with concanavalin A (Jelly Role) in Fig. 1
and porin (Up and Down) in Fig. 2. Both NUP98 and RIP are components
of nuclear pore complexes involved with the transport of metabolic mate-
rial between nucleus and cytoplasm. The hydropathy plots indicate 16
small maxima in RIP and 30–32 in NUP98, which is almost twice as long.
The 1 of both demonstrate a -burst pattern and associated S(1), 1
2.0–2.1 aa, suggestive of the Up and Down antiparallel -barrel pattern.
The approximately eight maxima found in the hydropathy plot of TTHY
are consistent with x-ray data suggesting that the protein contains two
four-stranded -sheets, and TTHYs S(1), 1  2.81 aa, a relatively
high average -strand wavelength, is consistent with x-ray evidence for
both the -strands and loop connectivities having variable lengths. See text
for more details.
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This extends the antiparallel Up and Down -barrel domain
computational hypothesis beyond the porins, connexins,
potassium channels, and the GLUT transporters to nuclear
membrane proteins.
For comparison with the antiparallel, Up and Down, and
Jelly Role -barrel (concanavalan A, Fig. 1) domain-con-
taining proteins as described above, the third column of Fig.
4 contains the results of transformations of a generic Greek
FIGURE 5 Graphs of the moduli of
continuous wavelet transformations
of the -strand containing eigenfunc-
tions, Wa,b(l), and of examples of
three types of antiparallel -structure-
containing proteins: Greek Key (the
1 of TTHY), Jelly Role (the 2 of
concanavalin A), and Up and Down
(the 1 of OMPF porin) as a function
of position (x axis) and dilate wave-
length (y axis). Each of the 64 dilate
ranges was normalized to 100%, and
the modular amplitudes grey scale
were coded from black (relative min-
imum) to white (relative maximum).
The y axis ranges in wavelength from
1  1/.5  2 aa to 1  1/0  
aa in 64 dilate bands. The dilate-to-
amino acid wavelength transforma-
tion was computed as indicated in the
text. Although there is some ambigu-
ity with respect to the number of
-moduli in the hydropathy plots,
there appear to be eight in TTHY
with Wa,b(1), 1  2.21–2.92 aa,
12–16 in concanavalin A with
Wa,b(2), 1 2.21–2.92 aa. and 16
in the porin with Wa,b(1), 1 
2.04–2.27 aa. As suggested by the
S(l) of these proteins (Figs. 1, 2,
and 4), the maximum moduli in the
-strand regions have longer and less
uniform wavelengths in Greek Key
TTHY and Jelly Role concanavalin A
than in the Up and Down type porin,
in which they are shorter and more
uniform. See text.
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Key, antiparallel -barrel protein, transthyretin (TTHY),
previously called prealbumin (Richardson, 1981). X-ray
studies have characterized the supersecondary structure of
TTHY as a “sandwich” of two four-stranded -sheets, with
both their -strands and loop connections having variable
lengths. The hydropathy plot of TTHY displays eight max-
ima, suggestive of the sequence locations and relative
lengths of its eight -strands. As expected, the eigenvalue
spectra and 	1,2 of this plasma protein are without indica-
tions of transmembrane structure. TTHY’s 1 (fourth row)
demonstrates irregularly bunched -strand-like hydropho-
bic free energy oscillations with S(1) of 1  2.81 aa.
The S(2) of 1  7.69 aa (not shown) suggests the
averaged length of its eight -strands. S(3) was bimodal,
containing both the peaks of S(1) and S(2). We con-
clude that the proteins that served as examples of Jelly Role
(concanavalin A, S(2) of 
1  2.51 aa) and Greek Key
(TTHY, S(2) of 1  2.81 aa) antiparallel -structures
were discriminable from those with the -burst signatory
S(i) of 1 2.0–2.1 aa of the Up and Down antiparallel
-barrel proteins.
We also compared these three types of antiparallel
-strand-containing proteins, using the length-insensitive
wavelet transformation of their -strand-containing eigen-
functions. Wa,b(l) is particularly suited for the assessment
of local frequency content. Fig. 5 depicts the graphs of the
Wa,b(1) of TTHY, the Wa,b(2) of concanavalin A, and the
Wa,b(1) of OMPF porin, using a Mexican Hat mother
wavelet. We note that the modular amplitudes are grey-
scale-coded from black (relative minimum) to white (rela-
tive maximum) by dilate scale, not across all dilate scales.
That is, the relative absolute amplitudes in each of the dilate
ranges were normalized to 100%. These i were chosen for
wavelet analysis because they most clearly portrayed the
-strands.
In the wavelet graph (Fig. 5) of the 1 of the antiparallel
Greek Key -barrel protein TTHY, we see eight sequential
modular maxima, suggestive of the eight known -strand-
loop structures. Two dilate regions are apparent, an obser-
vation suggestive of the shorter and longer loop connectivi-
ties described in Greek Key -barrel domains (Richardson
and Richardson, 1990). The dilate range of this sequence of
secondary structures can be approximated as 1  2.21–
2.92 aa (see above for wavelet dilate to wavelength trans-
formation). The graph of the Wa,b(2) of concanavalin A
exemplifies a Jelly Role antiparallel -barrel protein with
12–16 -strand-loop moduli with dilate wavelengths of
greater variability, 1  2.14–4.31 aa. Both of these
modular patterns have longer and more variable wave-
lengths than that of OMPF porin’s 16 modular peaks at 1
 2.04–2.27 aa, an exemplar of antiparallel Up and Down
-barrel proteins. It appears that the S(l) and Wa,b(l)
transformations are in general agreement with respect to the
relative wavelengths of the wavelet moduli of these exam-
ples of the three types of antiparallel -barrel proteins.
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